
I CREATED Hale Electrics nearly 
20 years ago; the idea being to 
provide a high quality service 

for homeowners. I had seen a 
big decline in the service they 
were getting from tradesmen and 
decided to break the mold with a 
professional, high quality service 
from highly trained and qualified 
electricians. With an easily 
recognised brand of a uniform, 
the latest tools and sign-written 
vans, our clients would be filled 
with confidence the moment we 
arrived at their door.  

We changed the way emergency 
tradesmen charged by scrapping ‘call 
out’ and other extraneous charges: 
we only charge for the time we 
are working for you. Being totally 
transparent about charges has been a 

great way to instill trust and it shows 
we have nothing to hide: our rates 
are clearly shown on our website. I 
am proud to say prices have stayed 
the same for eight years: while 
everything else has gone up, we have 
kept our prices the same as a thank 
you to all our loyal and new clients.

After a humble start in an estate 
car with a few tools, I am proud to 
say we have a small fleet of vehicles, 
fantastic team of engineers and office 
staff, all of which makes for a smooth 
customer experience. This is shown in 
our 500+ 5-star reviews.

We are still working toward our 
environmental ideals as we dive even 
deeper into the world of renewable 
energy and energy saving solutions. 
As electric vehicle charge point 
specialists and LED lighting upgrade 
experts, we have seen the savings 
customers experience through our 
work. Solar panel installations, battery 
storage and eco heating solutions are 
all on the horizon for next year. 

We love to provide the latest fuse 
board upgrades, state of the art LED 
installations and upgrades, EICRs... 
practically anything that has a wire! 

Now, with Christmas coming up, 
don’t leave all those electrical jobs 
around the home to the last minute: 
get in touch and become one of the 
100s of happy customers we help on 
a regular basis.

All Hale the king of electricians ADVERTISER’S 
ANNOUNCEMENT

“I felt a high quality customer 
orientated service was missing 

in the industry; so I created Hale 
Electrics Ltd to fill that gap.” 

Calvin Hale

All services and any offers are at the discretion of Hale Electrics Ltd. Full terms and conditions can be found on our website. 

info@hale-electrics.co.uk
www.hale-electrics.co.uk

 hale_electrics

020 3086 7631

• Fuse board upgrades
• LED lighting upgrades
• EICR/Landlord Certificates
•  Emergency calls outs 

and so much more...

RECRUITING 
NOW!


